


What is a Worldview?

• From the German word “Weltanschauung.”

• Fundamental way of looking at the world and 
self

• Answers the chief philosophical questions of 
humanity



The Questions

• Who are we?

• Where did we come from?

• Where are we going?

• What should we do?

• How do we know what we know (epistemology)?

A worldview answers these questions systematically, 
like building blocks.  



The Christian Worldview

Mark 12:30 

“And thou shalt Love the Lord thy 
God with all thy heart, and with all 
thy soul, and with all thy mind, and 
with all thy strength…”



Why is this Needed?

• 69-94 percent of young people leave the church after 
high school.

• 33 percent say the church will play a part in their lives.

• Many who leave the church decide to do so in junior 
high.

• Only 9 Percent of Christians have a complete Biblical 
worldview  (Barna-2003).  



The Next Generation

• 200 percent more likely to steal

• 225 percent more likely to be angry with life

• 300 percent more likely to abuse drugs

• 600 percent more likely to attempt suicide  

• 31 times more likely to believe cohabitation is moral

• 15 times more likely to accept homosexual behavior

• 12 times more likely to accept profanity

• 11 times more likely to say adultery is morally 
acceptable.



The Next Generation

1900: 27 Churches for every 10,000

1985: 12 Churches for every 10,000

2011: 8 Churches for every 10,000

Where did the churches go?  

“All of which goes a long way toward saying that St. 
Jakobus Church is an excellent case study in how to adapt 
abandoned churches -- which litter Holland, yes, but 
much of Europe, too -- for the secular age…”- blog







How Did We Get Here?



How Do We (or they) Think?

• Western (and some near-Eastern) 
philosophy/worldviews can be broken down 
roughly into 3 eras:  

• Premodern, Modern, Postmodern.

• Overlap between the eras.

• Culture reflective of the dominant worldview .



Western Civilization

• Usually defined as geographically as Northern, Western, 
Southern, and Central Europe and descendents: USA, 
Canada, Australia, parts of Latin America (Argentina, 
Uruguay, etc…).  

• Ethnically and linguistically, Indo-European

• Culturally, Judeo-Christian and Classical (Greco-Roman) 
worldview as unifying elements. 

• Includes those who assimilate into the  culture above.



Premodern Era

• From Christ until the late 18th century.

• In the West (and near-East), dominated by the 
Judeo-Christian and Classical (Greco-Roman) 
worldview.

• Not the “Dark” Ages! (More on this later)



Premodern Era

• Belief in the rationality of the universe. 

• Reality is not confined to the observable, and 
is more then just nature.

• There is purpose within the universe

• There are reasons for things, not just 
“because,” but “so that” or “in order that.”  



Premodern era

• Truth is knowable, and corresponds to reality.

• Language is referential.

• The world has been created and sustained by God 
(or gods for the pagans).

• History is following a pattern, and is linear (going 
somewhere-God’s will).  



Premodern era

• Having “individual rights” and “personal religion” 
not considered as important as today. 

• Honor, social conformity, and “family values” more 
important.  

• No such thing as “separation of church and state”. 

• Metaphysics (beyond the physical world, “spiritual”) 
as a worthy and rational pursuit also important.



So….
• How easily could Christians participate and 

contribute to culture?

• What do you think morals and manners were like 
for the most part?

• What do you think “secular” culture was like in 
this era? 



Personal Info

Email:       aarondhayes@gmail.com

Web/blog: hayesworldview.wordpress.com

Powerpoint/notes will be available on website

mailto:aarondhayes@gmail.com
http://www.hayesworldview.wordpress.com/

